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An extension L/K of skew fields is called a leftpolynomialextension with polynomial generator 
0 if it has a left basis of the form 1, i3, ti’, , Bnm’ for some n. This notion of left polynomial ex- 
tension is a generalisation of the notion of pseudo-linear extension, known from literature. In this 
paper we show that any polynomial which is the minimal polynomial over K of some element 
in an extension of K, occurs as the polynomial related to a polynomial generator of some 
polynomial extension. We also prove that every left cubic extension is a left polynomial extension. 
Furthermore we give a characterisation of all left cubic extensions which have right degree 2 and 
construct an example of such a left cubic extension which is not pseudo-linear and which cannot 
be obtained as a homomorphic image of some form of a skew polynomial ring. Moreover, we 
give a classification of all cubic Galois extensions and construct examples of them. It is proved 
that any quartic central extension of a noncommutative ground field is a polynomial extension. 
A nontrivial example of a quartic central polynomial extension with noncommutative centralizer 
is also described. A characterisation is given of a right predual extension of a right polymial exten- 
sion in terms of the existence of certain separate zeros. As a corollary a characterisation is derived 
for polynomial extensions which are Galois extensions in terms of the existence of separate zeros. 
Finally it is proved that any right polynomial extension has a dual extension which is left 
polynomial. 
1. Introduction 
An extension L/K of skew fields is called a left polynomial extension with 
polynomial generator 19 if it has a left basis of the form 1, 0, 02, . . . , On-’ for some 
n. The left minimal polynomial p of 0 over K is sometimes referred to as the 
polynomial related to 8. This notion of left polynomial extension is a generalisation 
of the notion of pseudo-linear extension, known from literature. In this paper some 
results on polynomial extensions are presented. 
In Section 2 we give a characterisation of all intermediate fields of a polynomial 
extension in terms of factors of the polynomial related to some polynomial 
generator. Further we show that any polynomial which is the minimal polynomial 
over K of some element in an extension of K occurs as the polynomial related to 
a polynomial generator of some polynomial extension. 
In Section 3 we prove that every left cubic extension is a left polynomial exten- 
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sion. We give a characterisation of all left cubic extensions which have right degree 
2 and construct an example of such a left cubic extension which is not pseudo-linear 
and which cannot be obtained as a homomorphic image of some form of a skew 
polynomial ring. Further in Section 3 we give a classification of all cubic Galois ex- 
tensions and construct examples of them. 
In Section 4 it is proved that any quartic central extension of a noncommutative 
ground field is a polynomial extension. This is in contrast with the case of a com- 
mutative ground field; in that case there can exist commutative quartic extensions 
which are not polynomial. A nontrivial example of a quartic central polynomial ex- 
tension with noncommutative centralizer is also described. 
In Section 5 we study the zeros of the polynomial related to some polynomial 
generator. A characterisation is given of a right predual of a right polynomial exten- 
sion in terms of the existence of certain separate zeros. As a corollary a characterisa- 
tion is derived for polynomial extensions which are Galois extensions in terms of 
the existence of separate zeros. Further it is proved that for every right polynomial 
extension L/K of degree n a predual extension may be constructed by taking the 
copower of n + 1 copies of L. Finally it is proved that any right polynomial extension 
has a dual which is left polynomial. Examples are given of right polynomial exten- 
sions for which all duals are left polynomial extensions; also examples are given in 
which this is not the case. 
Since in this paper the main concepts introduced in [lo-131 are applied, we have 
to recall the following definitions. More about them can be found in the references 
mentioned. 
In this paper K, L, N, D will be fields which may or may not be commutative. If 
SCK we denote the centralizer of S in K by Z,(S) and the center of K by Z(K). 
By G,,K we denote the group of K-automorphisms of L. An extension of fields 
L/K is a Galois extension if K is the field of invariants of some group of K-automor- 
phisms of L. We call L/K an inner extension if Z,Z,(K) = K; L/K is an outer ex- 
tension if Z,(K) = Z(L). Further L/K is called a central extension if K. Z,(K) = L 
and a plain extension if Z,(K) =Z(K). In [13] it is shown how any L/K can be 
decomposed into extensions of these types; a standard decomposition is also given 
there. 
A normalizing element of L/K is an element 0~ L* such that 8-‘K6’= K; a nor- 
malizing basis is a basis that consists of normalizing elements. The extension L/K 
is called a normalizing extension if such a basis exists. A special kind of normalizing 
extensions is formed by the crossed products; we call L/K a G-crossed product if 
G is a group and there exist a normalizing basis Bj, i E G such that for all i, j E G we 
have 0; 0, =~i,j 8, for certain rui,j E K. 
If KcLcN with [L : K],< M and K, = Z,(K), L, =Z,(L), we call L,/KI a left 
predual of L/K (in N) if [L, : K,], = [L : Kll; L,/K, is called a dual of L/K in N if 
L/K is also right predual of L,/K1. A paper about these dual extensions is [ 101. 
We call L,/K, a double-dual of L/K if L2/K2 and L/K have a common dual L, /K1. 
If SC L is finite, then there exists a minimal polynomial qs of S in L[X] with the 
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elements of S among its zeros. If the polynomial p is a left factor of the polynomial 
q, we denote this by p 1 q. A finite set SC L is called separable or a set of separate 
elements or zeros if for every a E S there exists a polynomial q E L[X] vanishing on 
S \ {a} and nonzero on a. We call 0 and q uniform over K if 0 -+ q induces a K- 
isomorphism: K(B) -+ K(q). The field L is called a (uniform) separable splitting field 
if it is generated over K by a set of n (uniform) separate zeros of a polynomial 
PE K[X] with deg(p) =n. In [ll, 121 more can be found about these notions. If 
S : K--f K is a homomorphism then D : K--f K is called an S-derivation if D(xy) = 
D(x)y + S(x)D( y) for all x, y E K. 
Constructions to provide examples or counterexamples of field extensions L/K 
can be carried out by describing explicitely the structure of an extension L of a given 
ground field K. Especially in the commutative case this strategy has turned out to 
be useful. In the noncommutative case also sometimes these explicit constructions 
are given. But more often a more implicit strategy is followed by first constructing 
the field L and afterwards choosing a subfield K of L as the ground field such that 
L/K has the desired properties. In this case the ground field has a more relative posi- 
tion. A variant of this implicit stategy is to construct L and K at one time, for in- 
stance by taking duals or double-duals of a given extension. To describe these kinds 
of construction methods the following concept is useful: an extension L,/K, is cal- 




and K,nL=Kand L,=K,.L. 
An enlargement of L/K can have a structure which differs a lot from the structure 
of L/K. Therefore we call L,/K, a faithful enlargement of L/K if most of the 
structure of L,/K, is isomorphic in some sence to that of L/K, i.e. if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) The mapping D + K, . D is an isomorphism between the lattices of in- 
termediate fields of L/K and those of L,/K,, with inverse D, + D, Il L. 
(ii) Any left basis of L/K is also a left basis of L,/K, . 
(iii) The mapping w + o 1 L is an isomorphism between the groups of K,- 
automorphisms of L, and of K-automorphisms of L. 
(iv) There exists a commutative field C such that 
ZW,)n-W,) = c. (Z(K)nz(L)), Z,,(K,) = C. Z,(K), 
-W,,(K,)) = C. Z(Z,(KN, Z(K,) = C. Z(K), Z(L,) = c. Z(L). 
Notice that this C is a subfield of Z(K,) n Z(L,). If these are satisfied by some C, 
then the field CO = Z(K,) n Z(L,) will also satisfy the conditions. 
The faithful enlargement L,/K, of L/K is called a strictly commutative nlarge- 
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ment if K, = C. K. It is called strictly noncommutative if Cc Z(K) n Z(L); in this 
case Z,,(K,)=Z,(K) and so on. 
It is easy to verify that if LI/K, is a faithful enlargement of L/K, then the fields 
Z,Z,(K) and Z,,Z,!(K,) correspond to each other under the mapping of (i) and 
the same holds for K. Z,(K) and K, . Z,,(K,); this can be established as follows: 
K,.Z,,(K,)=K,.C.Z,(K)=K,.Z,(K)=K,.K.Z,(K), 
LnZ,,Z,,(K) = LnZ,,(C. Z,(K)) = LnZ,,(C)nZ,,(Z,(K)) 
= LnL, nz,,(z,(K)) = Z,Z,(K). 
In a similar way it can be established that the fields K. Z(Z,(K)) and K, . Z(Z,,(K,)) 
correspond to each other and the same for Z,(Z(Z,(K))) and Z,,(Z(Z,,(K,))). 
These fields together form the standard decomposition of an extension as given in 
[ 13, Theorems 6.1, 6.21; therefore in faithful enlargements the standard decomposi- 
tions correspond to each other. In particular a faithful enlargement L,/K, is inner, 
respectively outer if and only if L/K is, and L,/K, is central, respectively plain if 
and only if L/K is. 
An easy way to construct faithful enlargements is by forming a double-dual 
L,/K, of a given extension L/K in a field N that contains L (using [lo, Duality 
Theorem 1.61). This construction technique will be used below a number of times 
to obtain examples and counterexamples. 
2. Polynomial extensions 
In this section some properties of polynomial extensions are established. Further 
we give a survey of a number of more specific classes of extensions which are sub- 
sumed by the class of polynomial extensions. We start with the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.1. Let L/K be any extension and 0 EL. Then the following hold: 
(a) (L/K) is a left polynomial extension with generator 6 if and only .if L is span- 
ned as a left K-linear space by (0’ 1 i = 0, 1,2, . . .} and B is left algebraic over K. 
(b) Further assume L/K is a left polynomial extension with generator 8 and 
polynomial p of degree n. Then there exist unique additive mappings Si : K --) K 
such that for any a E K the following commutation rule holds: 
Ba = S,(a)+Sl(a)i9+ ... +Sn_l(a)O”-l. 
Calculations in L can be made using this commutation rule and the polynomial rule 
given by: 
8” = A,+A,e+ . . . +13,_1e”-1 
wherethe~,arerelatedtopinthesensethatp=-~,-~,X-..‘-~,~IX”-’+X”. 
(c) The mappings Si given in (b) are left and right linear over Z(K) n Z(L); fur- 
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ther they satisfy certain relations which express field axioms for L such as associa- 
tivity. If F is the set of all a E K which satisfy Si(a) = 0 for all ir2, then F is a 
subfield of K. The mapping S, IF: F-, K is a homomorphism and the mapping 
S, IF : F-t K is an S,-derivation. 
(cl) Assume that 0 is a left polynomial generator as above and moreover, B 
satisfies the right pseudo-linear commutation rule ai3 = OS(a) + D(a) for all a E K. 
Then the homomorphism S, IF : F-t K as given in (c) is an isomorphism between F
and K with inverse S. In this case B is a right pseudo-linear polynomial generator 
of L/K of degree m in and [K : F], =C 00. Further the following relation holds for 
the degrees : 
Proof. (a), (b), (c). These can be verified in a straightforward way. 
(cl) Suppose, moreover 8 satisfies the right pseudo-linear polynomial commuta- 
tion rule for a E K of the form 
a0 = D(a) + @S(a). 
On the other hand 
es(a) = SoS(a)+SIS(a)O+ ... +S,_,S(a)B”-‘. 
Combining these two commutation rules provides 
S,S(a) = a, SiS(a) = 0 for all i 2 2. 
This implies that F> S(K) and Si 1 ScKj is an isomorphism between S(K) and K with 
inverse S. In particular S, IScK) is surjective; since Si 1 F is a homomorphism, it is in- 
jective, which implies F= S(K). Using the right pseudo-linear commutation rule for 
0, from the left minimal polynomial p a right polynomial for 8 over K can be obtain- 
ed of degree m I n. Therefore 8 is a right pseudo-linear polynomial generator of 
L/K. From [3, p. 571 it follows that [K : F], < 03; the relation between the degrees 
is also given there. 0 
In the examples given below the field F as defined in (c) above is often of finite 
codimension in K; for instance in Section 3 in both cubic examples [K : F], = 2. 
In general the relations which are satisfied by the Si as mentioned in (c) above 
are rather complicated. For this reason we have not summarized them. But in more 
specific cases they can get a form which is easier to handle. We will define a number 
of specific cases. 
First we consider possible simplifications of the commutation rule. If Si = 0 for 
all i2 2 we call L/K a (left) pseudo-linear polynomial extension; this class of exten- 
sions satisfies the commutation rule 
Ba = D(a) + S(a)0 for all a E K. 
Here S : K + K is an endomorphism and D : K -+ K an S-derivation. For shortness 
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Subclasses of the class of polynomial extensions 
































sometimes these extensions are called pseudo-linear; they are studied in literature in 
some depth. A pseudo-linear polynomial extension with D=O is called a normafiz- 
ing polynomial extension, and one with S= identity is called a A-normalizing 
polynomial extension. Finally, L/K is called a central polynomial extension if B 
commutes with the elements of K, i.e. D=O and S=identity. Thus we can 
distinguish four subclasses of the class of polynomial extensions by simplifying the 
commutation rule. 
Also the polynomial rule can be simplified. One subclass arising in this way is the 
class of binomial extensions; we call L/K a binomial extension if the polynomial p 
is a binomial X” - &, i.e. Ai = 0 for 1 i ir n - 1. We call L/K a A-binomial exten- 
sion if the polynomial p is of the form X” -X- &, , i.e. I.i = 0 for 2 I is n - 1 and 
,I1 = 1. This provides two subclasses of the class of polynomial extensions. 
By combining (intersecting) the subclasses defined above we obtain 15 subclasses, 
as represented in Table 1. 
A number of classes of extensions in this table already plays some role in 
literature. For instance the following results are known: 
- any quadratic extension is a pseudo-linear polynomial extension [3, p. 561; 
_ the right degree of any left pseudo-linear polynomial extension is greater than or 
equal to the left degree [3, p. 571; 
- every pseudo-linear polynomial extension L/K can be obtained as a homomorphic 
image of a skew polynomial ring K[X; S,D] [3, p. 561; 
- any normalizing polynomial extension can be decomposed into an outer central 
polynomial extension followed by a plain normalizing binomial extension; the 
centralizer is commutative and singly generated over the center of the ground field 
[3, p. 61, Theorem 3.4.21; 
- under certain conditions any cyclic Galois extension is either a normalizing 
binomial extension or a A-normalizing A-binomial extension (outer case: [l], 
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generalized case: [lo, Section 41); 
- any quadratic Galois extension is either a normalizing binomial extension or a d - 
normalizing d-binomial extension [4]. 
After this survey of more specific classes of polynomial extensions we continue 
with some properties for the general case. In the proposition below for 19 EL and 
DC L the left minimal polynomial of 0 over D is denoted by peID. 
Proposition 2.2. Let L/K be a right polynomial extension with generator 0 and 
polynomial p. Then the following hold: 
(a) For any intermediate field D of L/K the extension L/D is a right polynomial 
extension with generator 0. 
(b) Denote by @ the lattice of intermediate fields of L/K and by !P the set of left 
factors of p which have 8 as a left zero, i.e. Y= {q E L[X] ) X- 6’ )q/ p). The map- 
ping @ : D + ps/o of @ into Y is injective and for every D, E E @ we have D c E im- 
plies o(E) / O(D) and deg Q(E) 1 deg o(D). Furthermore deg Q(D) = [L : D], and D 
is generated by the coefficients of PO/D for all DE @. 
Proof. (a) Since L = C K&c C DO’C L we can apply Lemma 2.1(a). 
(b) By (a) we have deg Q(D) = [L : D], . If D, E E @ with DCE then the right 
. . 
mmimal polynomial pB,E of 0 over E is a left factor of any polynomial over 
E with 0 as a left zero; in particular this holds for PO/o. Further deg Q(E) = 
[L : E], 1 [L : D],=deg Q(D). To show that @ is injective we define a one-sided in- 
verse of it by q + (q) where (q) is the subfield of L generated by K and the coeffi- 
cients of q. For any DE @ we have P~/~ED[X], so (pO,&CD. Since PO/o is the 
minimal polynomial of f3 over D and p B/DE (I?Q/D>[XI we have @((PO/D>) ‘h/D. 
Therefore, 
]L : (PO,D)lr = deg PO/o = [L : Dl, 
which implies (pO/D> =D. This shows that 0 is injective. 0 
The following proposition can be obtained by applying the construction given by 
Schofield in [8, p. 207, Theorem 13.121. It asserts that any polynomial which is the 
minimal polynomial of an element is the polynomial related to some polynomial ex- 
tension. 
Proposition 2.3. Let p be the left minimal polynomial over K of the element 0 in 
an extension L/K, Then there exists an enlargement L,/K, of K(l?)/K which is a 
left polynomial extension with generator b’ and polynomial p. The right degree of 
L,/K, may be prescribed by any finite or infinite cardinal I [K(B) : K],. 0 
3. Cubic extensions 
In the literature a number of papers on quadratic extensions can be found (see, 
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for instance [2,4, 5,7]). For any quadratic extension a description can be made in 
terms of a pseudo-linear generator; this appears useful to establish properties of 
quadratic extensions. On cubic extensions there is hardly any reference in the 
literature; in general they cannot be described in terms of a pseudo-linear polynomial 
generator. 
In this section we prove that any cubic extension is a polynomial extension. We 
describe two examples of them. One is an example of an extension L/K with left 
degree 3 and right degree 2; this is an example of a polynomial extension which is 
not pseudo-linear. The other one is an example of an inner Galois extension which, 
as a polynomial extension, is not normalizing nor d-normalizing; this type of exten- 
sion does not occur in the case of quadratic Galois extensions. We also give a 
classification of all cubic Galois extensions. Further we give a characterisation of 
all left cubic extensions which are right quadratic and we obtain a negative result 
on the issue of representability of a polynomial extension as a homomorphic image 
of some form of a skew polynomial ring. 
Theorem 3.1. Every (left) cubic extension L/K is a (left) polynomial extension. 
Moreover, for every BE L \ K there exists a A E K such that A9 is a left polynomial 
generator of L/K. 
Proof. Suppose such a I does not exist; then (ae)2 E K+ Kae for all aE K. In par- 
ticular d2 E K+ Ke, which implies 8-l E K+ Ke. Now for any a E K we have 
aeaeEK+Ke, 
eae E K + Ke, 
BaEKe-‘$KC K+KB. 
This implies that K+ Ke is a subfield of L, quadratic over K. This contradicts 
[L: K],=3. 0 
In the above theorem a similar argument can provide an element p E K such that 
0 +,D is a polynomial generator of L/K. 
Every pseudo-linear polynomial extension can be constructed using a skew 
polynomial ring K[X; S,D] (see, for instance [3, p. 581). One could expect 
the same holds for polynomial extensions in general, using polynomial rings 
K]X; So,&, . . . . S, _ ,] which satisfy the commutation rule 
Xa = So(a)+Sl(a)X+ .-. +S_,(a)X”-’ (*) 
for a E K. These rings are studied, for instance, in [6, 91. Although these rings might 
be used to construct some polynomial extensions, not all can be obtained in this 
way; this is shown by the following proposition. This also provides an example of 
a polynomial extension which is not pseudo-linear. 
Some five years ago it was still an open problem (originally raised by Artin) 
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whether or not there exist field extensions with finite but different left and right 
degree. To determine an example of such an extension, one could try to find an ex- 
plicit description of an extension with different left and right degree which are the 
lowest as possible, i.e. left degree 3 and right degree 2. According to Theorem 3.1 
such a description can be made using a left polynomial generator which is right 
pseudo-linear. Moreover, one can try to obtain further simplifications by restricting 
to left binomial extensions and requiring the coefficients of such a binomial to lie 
in the prime field, for instance the rationals. Such a line of reasoning provided a 
characterisation of left cubic extensions which are right quadratic, given in Proposi- 
tion 3.2(a), and the binomial example given in Proposition 3.2(b) below. This exam- 
ple can be considered in some sense as the most simple example of an extension of 
finite but different left and right degree. To determine more explicitly the ground 
field K in this example such that the extension L as described actually exists remains 
a hard problem. However, since in 1985 Schofield [8, p. 2071 provided general con- 
struction methods which enabled him to solve Artin’s problem, nowadays his 
methods can be used to prove that such an extension as described in Proposition 
3.2(b) actually exists. 
Proposition 3.2. Let L/K be a left cubic extension with polynomial generator 9 and 
let the mappings Si : K -+ K be defined by 
Ba = So(a) + &(a)B+ S,(a)tP 
for aEK. 
(a) The following are equivalent: 
(i) [L : K], = 2. 
(ii) There exists a subfield F of K with [K : F], = 2 such that S, IF : F+ K is 
an isomorphism between F and K and S,(a) = 0 if and only if a E F. 
(b) There exists a field K of characteristic zero, containing an element o with 
(x3 =2, such that K has a cubic left binomial extension L/K generated by b’ 
satisfying 
e3 = 2, BI_X = -a=-e2. 
This binomial extension L/K is outer plain; it has right degree 2 and is not pseudo- 
linear. The mappings Si do not satisfy the relations needed to define a skew 
polynomial ring as in (*) above. 
Moreover, if F is the subfield of K as described in (a), then the extension K/F has 
left basis 1,~ and the following relations can be derived: 
$(a+ba) = S,(a) for all a,bEF, 
S2(a + ba) = -S,(b) for all a, b E F. 
This implies that the commutation rule of 0 with respect o K can be written as 
B(a+ ba) = &(a+ ba)+S,(a)B-S,(b)82 for all a, bEF. 
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Proof. (a) (i) a (ii). In this case 0 is a right pseudo-linear polynomial generator of 
L/K. Applying Lemma 2.1(d) yields (ii). 
(ii) j (i). Let (x E K\ F be given. Since $(a) # 0 we have Ba $ K + KB; therefore 
1,0, Ba is a left basis of L/K. Now let XE L be given in the form x= a + be + c&z 
with a, b, CE K. Write b =S,(b,), c=Sr(cr) for b,, cl E F, then &(br) =&(c,) =O, 
hence 
eb, = s,(b,) + b6, ec, = s,(c,) + ce. 
This yields 
x=a+be+cea 
= a + eb, - s,(b,) + (ccl - so(~~))~ 
E K+BK. 
This proves that 1,B is a right basis of L/K. 
(b) Apply Proposition 2.2 to Q(0)@ with B = fi, leading to L/K with left basis 
1,&e* and right basis 1,8. Since the right minimal polynomial of 8 over K is a left 
factor of X3 -2 in K[X], by a simple calculation we find it is of the form 
X2 + Xa + a2 for some a E K with a3 = 2. We can rewrite this to the commutation 
rule 
ecu = -u*-02 
for (x with respect to 8. Therefore S,(o) = -a*, Sr(cr) = 0, S*(a) = -1. Since 
[L : K],< [L : K], this L/K cannot be a left pseudolinear extension (see [3, p. 571). 
From [13, Theorem 6.11 it follows that the prime extension L/K is either inner or 
outer and also either central or plain. Both inner extensions and central extensions 
have equal right and left degree (see [13, Propositon 3.5]), so L/K must be outer 
plain. We prove that L/K cannot be constructed from a skew polynomial ring defin- 
ed by S,, Sr, S2. If S,, Sr, S2 should define a left polynomial ring by (*), we would 
have the commutation rule Xa = --(x2 -X2 for a. So in this ring we would have 
X2 = -_(y* - Xa, and therefore 





This is a contradiction. 
Finally we establish the relations for Sr and S, . Let b E F be given; then S,(b) = 0, 
so from associativity if follows that 
e(h) = (eb)a 
= am + w+eb 
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= S()(b)a + S,(b)(&t) 
= S,(b)a+ S,(b)(-a2- 82) 
= S,(b)a - S,(b)a2 - s*(b)e2. 
This means that for all b E F 
S,(ba) = 0, S,(ba) = -S,(b). 
These imply the relations mentioned in (b). 0 
This example shows us that sometimes polynomial relations and commutation 
rules mix up, and this can have farreaching consequences. 
In the remainder of this section we go into the issue of classifying the cubic Galois 
extensions. The following, more general result is basic for this. 
Theorem 3.3. Supposep is a prime and L/K is a Galois extension of degreep. Then 
there are two possibilities: 
(i) L/K is an outer Galois extension. In this case L/K is a cyclic Galois extension. 
(a) If Z(K) contains the pth roots of unity, then L/K is a normalizing 
binomial extension. 
(b) If char(K) =p, then L/K is a A-normalizing A-binomial extension. 
(ii) L/K is an inner Galois extension. In this case L/K is inner plain, that is: 
Z(K)/Z(L) is an extension of commutative fields of degree p. 
(a) If Z(K)/Z(L) is a (cyclic) Galois extension, then L/K is a normalizing 
binomial extension. 
(b) If Z(K)/Z(L) is an (purely) inseparable extension, then L/K is a A- 
normalizing A-binomial extension. 
Proof. The extension L/K can be decomposed into an outer extension followed by 
an inner extension (for instance, see [3, p. 52, Corollary] or [13, Theorem 6.11). 
Since the degree is a prime this decomposition must be trivial; therefore we only 
have the possibilities (i) and (ii). 
(i) If L/K is outer Galois, then card(G,,K) =p, so L/K is a cyclic Galois exten- 
sion. The remainder of (i) is Amitsurs well known characterisation of outer cyclic 
Galois extensions (for instance, see [l] or [lo]). 
(ii) If L/K is inner, then we can decompose it into an inner central extension 
followed by an inner plain extension (see [13, Theorem 6.11). However, inner central 
extensions have a degree which is a square (see [13, Proposition 6.21). Therefore this 
part collapses and L/K is inner plain. From [13, Proposition 3.51 it follows that 
Z(K)/Z(L) is of degree p. The remainder of (ii) is the dual characterisation given 
by [ 10, Corollary 3.5 and Proposition 4.41. 0 
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If we take p = 2 in Theorem 3.3 we recover the classification of quadratic Galois 
extensions as given by Dieudonne in [4]. In the cubic case there are two types of 
Galois extensions which do not occur in the quadratic case: 
(i) (c) outer cyclic Galois extensions L/K with char(K) fp such that Z(K) does 
not contain the pth roots of unity. 
(ii) (c) inner plain Galois extensions L/K such that Z(K)/Z(L) is separable but 
not Galois. 
In the cubic case these possibilities (i)(c) and (ii)(c) give rise to polynomial Galois 
extensions which are not normalizing nor d-normalizing, in contrast with the 
quadratic case. Examples of cubic Galois extensions of type (i)(c) are already known 
to occur in the commutative case. We finish this section by describing examples of 
cubic Galois extensions of type (ii)(c) which are binomial and by proving that any 
cubic Galois extension of type (ii)(c) can be faithfully enlarged to such a binomial 
extension. 
Proposition 3.4. (a) For any separable cubic extension of commutative fields 
LO/K0 which is not a Galois extension there exists a cubic inner plain binomial ex- 
tension L/K with Z(K) = LO and Z(L) = K,. This L/K is a cubic Galois extension 
which is not normalizing nor A-normalizing; it is described in more details in (c). 
(b) Any cubic inner plain Galois extension with separable non-Galois Z(K)/Z(L) 
can be faithfully enlarged to an extension as described in (c). 
(c) The field K contains a quadratic subfield F such that K/F is an inner plain 
normalizing binomial extension with generator a. The extension L/K has a binomial 
generator 0 which normalizes F. If S : F+ F is the endomorphism induced by 8, then 
8 satisfies with respect to K the following relations for some A, ,u E F*: 
B(a+ba) = S(a)B+S(b)lo02 for a,beF. 
This binomial generator 0 is not a pseudolinear generator. The field Z(F) is the nor- 
mal closure of Z(K)/Z(L). 
Proof. (a) Let N, be the normal closure of LO/K0 and L/F a dual extension of 
No/K, (see [lo, Duality Theorem 1.61). From Proposition 2.1 of the same reference 
it follows that L/F is inner plain, and from [lo, Proposition 1.41 we obtain Z(F) =N,, 
and Z(L) = K,. By [ 13, Proposition 3.31, L/F and NO/K0 are dual inside L. Now 
take K = Z,(L,); by the duality theorem it follows that L/K and LO/K, are dual in 
L; the same holds for K/F and NO/LO. As above it follows that both L/K and K/F 
are inner plain extensions with Z(K) = LO. The field N, is the splitting field of the 
minimal polynomial of any generator of LO/K,. Since this LO/K0 is not a Galois 
extension, [No : L,] = 2 and the Galois group G of NO/K0 is the symmetric group of 
6 elements. So this G is generated by two elements o, r of order 3, respectively 2, 
satisfying 07 = TO*. The elements of G are represented by 1, o, w2, r, 70, to?. By 
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duality (see [lo, Theorem 3.41) L/F is a G-crossed product with G-basis say Bi, 
i E G satisfying 8; ej = ~;,j 19, for certain pi,j E F. If we take cx = 9,) 8 = 8, then these 
are normalizing F. It is easy to calculate: 
Therefore 1,0, e2, a, a& aO2 is a left basis of L/F. Since { 1, r> is the Galois group 
of No/Lo, it follows by duality (see [lo, Corollary 3.51) that a is a normalizing 
binomial generator of K/F. This implies that 1, 0, O2 is a left basis of L/K. Finally 
we establish the commutation rule of 0 with respect to K = F(a). From ~37 = 70~ it 
follows that 
ea = pu,, r e,, 
=p w,7 X0= e 
= Aae2 with A =p,,,&&,,p;!,~F. 
This implies the commutation rule for 8. 
(b) Let any cubic Galois extension L,/K, of type (ii)(c) be given. By a slight 
adaptation of the above proof it can be shown that it can be faithfully enlarged to 
an extension L/K as given by (c). To obtain this L/K, in the proof of (a) take 
K,=Z(L,), L,=Z(K,) and choose a dual that contains L, . 
(c) This is given in the proof for (a). 0 
Notice that a cubic Galois extension as given in Proposition 3.4(a) is cyclic if and 
only if L,/K, is chosen binomial. Some further information about the zeros of the 
polynomials in the Galois extensions considered in this section can be found in Sec- 
tion 5, in particular in Corollary 5.2 below. 
4. Polynomial extensions of degree 4 
Not every extension of left degree 4 is a polynomial extension; in the commutative 
case any purely inseparable extension of degree 4 is not a polynomial extension. 
Besides, the field of quaternions over the reals is a noncommutative extension which 
is not a polynomial extension. However, these examples share the property that they 
are central extensions with commutative ground field. It turns out that for noncom- 
mutative ground fields things are different. In Proposition 4.1 below it is proved 
that faithfully enlarging the central extensions mentioned above by any noncom- 
mutative field makes them polynomial. One could express this phenomenon by: 
noncommutativity decreases (linear) dependencies. Viewed in this way it even could 
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be the case that any quartic extension of a noncommutative field is a polynomial 
extension. This is left open; in this section we only treat the central case: 
Proposition 4.1. Let K be a noncommutative field. Then any quartic central exten- 
sion L/K is a polynomial extension. Moreover, there are two cases: 
(i) L/K is an inner central extension. In case char(K) f2 there exists a left 
polynomial generator 6’ of L/K satisfying the following relations: 
8%&e=+&= 0 for certain &, A2 E K, 
Ba = S,(a)8+S3(a)83 for all aEK, 
for some S,, S3 : K-r K. The subfield F= {a E K 1 &(a) = 0} of K is of the form 
ZK(t) for some t E K\Z(K) depending on the choice of 0. Any t E K\ Z(K) can be 
obtained by varying the polynomial generator 8. 
(ii) L/K is an outer central extension. If Z(L)/Z(K) is not purely inseparable, 
then L/K has a central polynomial generator. If Z(L)/Z(K) is purely inseparable, 
then L/K has a polynomial generator satisfying the relations described in (i). 
Proof. By [13, Theorem 6.1(b)] we can decompose L/K into an outer central exten- 
sion D/K followed by an inner central extension L/D. From Theorem 6.2 of the 
same reference it follows that the degree of L/D is a square. Therefore D = K or 
D = L, so there are two cases: 
(i) L/K is inner central. In this case Z,(K) is a division algebra of degree 4 over 
its center Z(K). We only go into the details of the case char(K)#2; the case of 
characteristic 2 is similar but somewhat more complicated. In case char(K)#2 the 
extension Z,(K)/Z(K) has two generators i,j such that i2 = -A, j2 = -u for certain 
. . . 
A,,LI E Z(K), ji = -ij and 1, 1, J, y is a left and right basis of L over K. Choose a,p E K 
with y=pa-ap+O and put 6=a2A+p2u. We take B=ai+/?j; the remaining 
proof is rather straightforward. The powers of 8 can be calculated as follows: 
8 = ai+pj, e3 = -(as+py~)i-(P6-ay~)j, 
e2 = -6- yij, e4 = (S2 - y2Ap) + (yd + Gy)ij. 
It is not hard to conclude that the left minimal polynomial of 0 over K is of the form 
p = x4 + (y&-1 + 6)x= + ySyP’6+ y=& 
So l,O, Q2, O3 is a left basis of L/K. We determine the commutation rule of 0 with 
respect to the elements of K. This commutation rule can be obtained from 
8a = aai+paj for aeK, 
by expressing i and j in 1, 0, 02, e3. This is realized by 
i = aP’em1(83 -t&=8), j = -ppk1(e3 + E, e), 
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with EI= ada-’ +/?Yc~-‘,u, s2 =/3Sp-’ - ayp-‘L and E = s2 - E, , which apparently is 
nonzero. Using these relations one can easily derive that 
13a = S,(a)0+S3(a)83 for all UEK, 
where Si, S3 : K + K are defined by 
S,(a) = aaa~‘&-‘&:!--PaP~lE~‘E,, S&7) = (Yaa-‘&-l -pap-%‘. 
Notice that &(a)=0 if and only if ~EZ&C’P). 
(ii) L/K is outer central. In this case Z(L) is a quartic extension of Z(K). 
If this extension is separable then it is singly generated. If Z(L)/Z(K) is not 
separable but not purely inseparable, then there exists an inseparable element i with 
i2 E Z(K) and a separable element j such that i,j generate Z(L) over Z(K). The sum 
of these two elements is a generator of Z(L)/Z(K). So, if Z(L)/Z(K) is not purely 
inseparable then in all cases it is singly generated. Any generator of it is a central 
polynomial generator of L/K (see [ 13, Proposition 3.5(b)]). 
If Z(L)/Z(K) is purely inseparable, then it has two inseparable generators i,j 
which satisfy the same relations as the quaternion generators in the proof of (i). 
Therefore, for this case the proof can be taken over completely from (i). q 
Remarks. (a) In part (ii) of the above proof the case that char(K) = 2 and L/K is 
an outer central extension with purely inseparable Z(L)/Z(K) can be proved exactly 
by the proof of the inner central case of characteristic # 2. This coincidence enables 
one to view purely inseparable extensions of commutative fields as degenerate cases 
of central inner Galois extensions of noncommutative fields. 
(b) The polynomial p in Proposition 4.1(i) can also be obtained by computing the 
minimal polynomial of the set {a,, 8i, B2, 0s) with 
e,=e=k+pj, e2 =jej-I = -~ri+pj, 
8, = itIC’ = ai-Dj, 8, = ijO(i = -ai-pj. 
The calculation of their minimal polynomial can be done using [l 1, Proposition 
2.31; it appears that Be, B,, B2, e3 are separate zeros of p. 
(c) It is possible to establish that the mappings S,, S3 in part (i) of the above pro- 
position do not satisfy the relations needed to define a skew polynomial ring as 
described by (*) in Section 3. So, as in Proposition 3.2 this extension L is not a 
homomorphic image of such a polynomial ring. 
(d) If the element t in (i) above is algebraic over Z(K), then [K : F], < CQ. 
(e) In case K is a field of quaternions over Z(K) it can be generated by c-w,/3 
satisfying (x2 = -Ao, /I* = -pO, /Ia = -a/3 for some ho, p0 E Z(K). In this case the 
polynomial p from Proposition 4.1(i) simplifies to a polynomial over Z(K): 
p = x4 + 26X2 + a2 - 4&&l, 
with 6= -&,A -pop E Z(K). In this case also E, E,,E* are in Z(K), and in fact 
c2= -E, . The Z(K)-linear mappings Sl,S3 can be described by: 
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S,(l) = 1, S,(l) = 0, 
S,(cx) = 0, S,(a) = 2&-I& 
S,(P) = 0, S,(P) = -2&_9, 
S,(aP) = -aP, S,(c$) = 0. 
So, for instance IVCC=~E-~~XO~ and Oa/?= -apO. In this case F= Z(K)((xp). 
(f) Proposition 4.1 also shows us that the centralizer of a polynomial extension 
need not be singly generated over Z(K). This is in contrast with the case of normaliz- 
ing polynomial extensions, whose centralizers are commutative fields, singly 
generated over Z(K), which was mentioned in Section 2. 
5. Polynomial extensions, separate zeros and duality 
The polynomial p related to a generator 0 of a right polynomial extension L/K 
has at least 0 as a left zero; it can have more zeros in L, or in an extension N of 
L. In this section we study extensions N in which p has n uniform separate zeros, 
with n = deg(p). By extending such an N further, in this case we can obtain inner 
K-automorphisms of N which make these uniform separate zeros conjugates (using 
[3, Theorem 5.5.11). Below, it will turn out that in such an Nthe extension L/K has 
a right predual. The converse of this connection holds in general, as was established 
in [12, Theorem 4.11. Therefore in the case of a polynomial extension we have a 
remarkable characterisation of predual extensions in terms of separate zeros. 
Moreover, if L,/K, is a dual of L/K in N, then there is a dual correspondence be- 
tween the sets of II uniform separate left zeros of p in N and the left bases of 
L, /K, . As a consequence we prove that every right polynomial extension of degree 
n has a predual extension in the copower over K of n + 1 copies of L. Furthermore 
every right polynomial extension has a dual which is a left polynomial extension. 
Notice that in this section we deal with right polynomial extensions; we have 
chosen to present it in this way to be able to deal with left zeros of p and with left 
linear dependence in the dual extension. 
Theorem 5.1. Let L/K be a right polynomial extension with generator 0 and 
minimal polynomial p of degree n. Assume KC L C N and K, = Z,(L), L, = Z,(K). 
(a) The following are equivalent: 
(i) L,/K, is a right predual of L/K (in N). 
(ii) There exist n uniform separate left zeros of p in N of the form tie’8ti for 
certain elements ti, i = 0, . . . , n - 1 Of LT. 
(iii) There exist n uniform separate left zeros of p in N of the form tip’qti for 
some rl EN and certain elements ti, i = 0, . . . , n - 1 of LT. 
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(iv) For any polynomial q E K[X] of degree m which is the right minimal 
polynomial of an element q of L\K there exist m uniform separate zeros in 
N of the form t,‘rlt, for certain ti E Ly, left independent over K, . 
(b) Assume L/K and L,/K, are dual in N. Let q EL be given such that there 
exists a set S of n uniform separate zeros of p in N of the same K-type as q. Then 
rl is a polynomial generator of L/K. In particular this holds if such a set S already 
exists in L. Moreover, there exists a bijective dual correspondence between left bases 
of L,/K, and sets of n uniform separate zeros of p in N of the same K-type as rl. 
This dual correspondence is given by 
Here the sets of n uniform separate zeros inside L correspond to normalizing bases 
of L,/KI , if any exist. 
Proof. (a) (iii) * (i) In [lo, Lemma 1.21 it is established that [L, : K,],< [L : K],. 
From [ 11, Proposition 3.51 it follows that the elements tiy i = 0, . . . , n - 1 are left in- 
dependent over K, . Therefore the degrees are equal; this means that LI/K, is a 
right predual extension of L/K. 
(i) * (iv) This follows from [12, Theorem 4.11. 
(iv) = (ii) =+ (iii) Trivial. 
(b) If such a set S exists, then the minimal polynomial of q has as a factor the 
minimal polynomial of S (see [ 11, Lemma 1.2]), which is of degree n by [ 11, Lemma 
2.21. Therefore p is the minimal polynomial of q; this implies that q is a polynomial 
generator of L/K. This proves the first part. The part on the dual correspondence 
is established in [ 12, Theorem 4.11. For the remainder, notice that an element t E Ly 
normalizes K, if and only if it normalizes L (see [lo, Lemma 2.31) if and only if 
t-$&L. 0 
As a corollary of this theorem we can derive the following characterisation of 
polynomial Galois extensions which was already stated in [ 11, Theorem 3.61. 
Corollary 5.2. Let L/K be a right polynomial extension with generator 8 and 
minimal polynomial p of degree n. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) L/K is a Galois extension. 
(ii) p has n uniform separate zeros in L. 
(iii) Any polynomial q which is the right minimal polynomial of an element of 
L has deg(q) uniform separate zeros in L. 
Proof. The proof runs as follows: L/K is a Galois extension if and only if L,/K, 
is a normalizing extension (see [lo, Theorem 3.21) if and only if p has n uniform 
separate zeros in L (see Theorem 5.1(b), last line). 0 
Theorem 5.1 can be used to construct predual extensions of a polynomial exten- 
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sion from uniform splitting fields of the polynomial p, by adjoining tj that make 
all 19; conjugates and centralize K. Especially this construction applies to polynomial 
Galois extensions. 
In [12, Corollary 3.51 it has been established that for a singly generated extension 
L/K with a generator 6’ that has minimal polynomial p, the copower P, over K of 
m rn copies of L is a uniform splitting field for p. In Theorem 3.3 of the same 
reference it is proved that in case m>n the copies 8i of 0 are conjugates in P,. 
However, in general it is not clear whether the 19; are conjugated by inner K- 
automorphisms, i.e. that leave the elements of K fixed (see also [12, Question 3.41). 
But for the case of polynomial extensions G.M. Bergman pointed out to the author 
that a generalisation of Dedekind’s lemma may be used to prove the following 
result. 
Theorem 5.3. Let L/K be a right polynomial extension of degree n with generator 
8, and let P,,, be the copower over K of m copies K(Bi), i = 0, . . . , m - 1 of L, where 
the Bi correspond to 8 and BO = 8. If m > n then the following hold: 
(a) In P,,, all Bi are conjugates by inner K-automorphisms. 
(b) The extension L/K has a predual in P,,,. 
In particular, if for every i it holds Oi = ti-’ 8ti for certain elements ti E P,* centralizing 
K, then t,, . . . , t, _ , is a left basis of the predual extension of L/K in P,, . 
Proof. (a) Since m > n, the m K-homomorphisms L + Li given by t9 + 8, are left 
dependent over P, (for instance see [ 10, Lemma 1.11). From Dedekind’s lemma (in 
the generalised form of [3, Theorem 3.3.11) it follows that some of these K- 
homomorphisms are conjugated by inner automorphisms of P,. By symmetry all 
of these K-homomorphisms are conjugated by inner automorphisms. In particular, 
since one of them is the identity, this proves that these K-homomorphisms are in- 
duced by inner automorphisms of P,. 
(b) This follows from (a) using Theorem 5.1. 0 
This theorem shows us that for a substantial class of extensions, namely 
polynomial extensions, predual extensions may be constructed by adjoining a finite 
number of zeros. It turns out that the copower construction automatically provides 
the inner automorphisms that are needed to get a predual extension. 
The question may arise what is the dual notion for the notion of a polynomial 
extension. It is not easy to dualize the notion in a direct way. However, it will be 
proved below that every right polynomial extension has at least one dual extension 
which is left polynomial. In fact, the standard construction of dual extensions as 
given in [lo, Appendix] provides such one. This implies that the notion of a 
polynomial extension is self-dual in some weak sense. 
Theorem 5.4. Every right polynomial extension has a dual which is left polynomial. 
Moreover, any right polynomial extension L/K has a right predual in the field 
coproduct L oK K(t) which is a left polynomial extension with generator t. 
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Proof. The subfield of N, = L oK K(t) generated by the K-copies t-‘Lt’ of L is K- 
isomorphic to their field coproduct over K (see [3, Lemma 5.5.41). Let 6’ be a 
polynomial generator of L/K and p the related polynomial of degree say n. By [12, 
Theorem 3.31 the elements 0; = t-‘et’ for i = 0,. . . , n - 1 are uniform separate zeros 
of p. Using Theorem 5.1 we conclude L/K has a right predual in N, with left basis 
1 t 1 ,***I t”-‘. From [lo, Duality Theorem 1.6(c)] it follows that for any N>N, such 
that L/K has a dual in N, this dual also has left basis 1 t 9 ,***, t”-‘. 0 
This theorem implies that a weak form of a duality-principle can be stated. As 
an illustration, let us try to dualize the statement of Proposition 2.2(a): 
- for any intermediate field D of a polynomial extension L/K the extension L/D 
is also a polynomial extension. 
Notice that a strict dualization of this statement provides the statement 
- for any intermediate field D of a polynomial extension L/K the extension D/K 
is also a polynomial extension. 
In this form this statement cannot be proved (and probably is not true). However, 
if L,/K, is a dual of L/K which is left polynomial, then there can be constructed 
duals b/K2 of L,/K, which are faithful enlargements of L/K. In such a dual L2/K2 
we can realize the intermediate field D2 corresponding to D to be polynomial over 
K2. By using this construction repeatedly the weak duality-principle can provide: 
- there exists a faithful enlargement L/K2 of L/K such that for any intermediate 
field D, of L,/K, the extension D2/K, is a polynomial extension. 
The following proposition shows us there actually exist duals of polynomial ex- 
tensions which are not polynomial. 
Proposition 5.5. Let L/K be a quartic inner right polynomial extension. Then all 
duals of L/K are left polynomial, except at most one. The possible exception is 
Z,(K)/Z(L), which is the dual of L/K inside L. This possible exception may or 
may not actually occur as an exception. 
Proof. By duality (see [lo, Proposition 2.11) any dual L,/K, of L/K in some N is 
a central extension. From Proposition 4.1 it follows that L,/K, is a polynomial ex- 
tension, except, possibly, in the case K, is commutative. In this exceptional case, by 
duality (see [ 10, Proposition 1.4(a)]) we have 
and 
K, = Z(K,) = Z(L) 
L, = K, . Z,,(K,) = Z(L). Z,(K) = Z,(K). 
Finally we point out how to construct examples of extensions L/K which satisfy the 
conditions of this proposition. Firstly an example in which there is no exception can 
be obtained by taking a dual extension L/K of a quartic separable extension of com- 
mutative fields, using Theorem 5.4. Secondly, an example in which the exception 
actually occurs can be obtained by taking a dual L/K of the field of quaternions 
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IH/[R over the reals with K noncommutative. This can be realized by the construction 
given in [lo, Appendix]. By duality this L/K is inner central, so from Proposition 
4.1 it follows that it is a polynomial extension. In this case the exceptional 
Z,(K)/Z(L) is IHAR and this is not polynomial. q 
6. Final remarks 
Polynomial generators can provide descriptions of extensions which cannot be 
described by pseudo-linear generators. This paper contains some examples of such 
extensions and their descriptions by polynomial generators. Especially the examples 
of cubic extensions given in Propositions 3.2(b) and 3.4 can not easily be described 
in a different way. The description of extensions by a polynomial generator may 
open the possibility to study the structure of types of extensions which have not been 
studied yet since they are hard to handle by other means. Therefore it may be in- 
teresting to study the concept of polynomial extension somewhat further. We finish 
by summing up some open questions on polynomial extensions: 
- Which other types of quartic extensions are polynomial, and which are not? 
- Do there exist extensions of degree 5 which are not polynomial? 
- What kind of polynomial extensions can be obtained as a homomorphic image 
of some skew polynomial ring? 
- Is any L/K with noncommutative K a polynomial extension? Or do there exist 
counterexamples? 
- Can any L/K be faithfully enlarged to a polynomial extension? Or do there exist 
counterexamples? 
- Is it possible to distinguish simplifications of the commutation rule of a polynomial 
extension which is not pseudo-linear and in this way to determine new kinds of 
extensions? 
For instance consider the commutation rule (a special case of which is in 
Proposition 3.4) 
ea = s,(a)e+s,(a)e2. 
If the degree n24, then by evaluating both sides of B(ab) =(tJa)b the following 
can be obtained: 
Si is an endomorphism of K; 
S2 is an (S,, S:)-derivation; 
S2S1 = -Si S2, in particular St (F) c F; 
s;=o. 
If the degree is 3, then S2S, = -S,S, remains true. A second possibility is to 
study somewhat closer quartic polynomial extensions satisfying So = Sz = 0 as in 
Proposition 3.4. 
- What are the conditions that characterise [K : F], < 00 with F as in Lemma 2. l? 
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